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No 3 Telecommunication Unit 
 

By my calculations we only have 13 surviving 3TU veteran’s left in the SIGSOP(L) mustering, but I hope the history 
of this unit, which used to be regarded as the ‘home of the SIGSOPs’ might be of interest to you all. I have 

reproduced this history directly from the No 3 Telecommunication Unit Association website at 
http://www.webropa.com.au/3telu/ 

 
Located some 10 kilometres west of RAAF Pearce by road, No 3 Telecommunication Unit was established on 15 
October 1946 and became operational on 6 September 1947. From the modest beginning of three personnel 
(including the CO) in 1946, the Unit grew to a peak of 288 in 1953 and a final establishment of 196 in 1991. 3TU 
operated 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, from late 1948 until operations ceased on the last day of November 
1991, a period of some 43 years. A record unheard of for most RAAF units. 

From its humble beginnings in 1946, through to end of operations on 30 November 1991, (formal closure March 
1992), 3TU had been home to some 900 RAAF operators (originally Telegs and later Sigsops) plus a combined 
total of approx 200 Australian Navy (ROS), Army (Opsigs), and NZ Civilian operators and an unknown number of 
Linguists, Radio and Tels Techs, Comms Ops, Admin and Catering staff (Both Commissioned and Enlisted 
Members). 

 

FORMATION 
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE 

ORGANISATION MEMORANDUM NO 1081 
NO 3 TELECOMMUNICATION UNIT – FORMATION 

(151/2/1204) 
 

1. No 3 Telecommunication Unit will form at RAAF Station Pearce, to Establishment HD-
1072 on 15th October, 1946, as a separate Air Force Unit within the command of 
Headquarters, Western Area, and will be a lodger unit on RAAF Station Pearce. 
 
2. Functional control of No 3 Telecommunication Unit will be exercised by Air Force 
Headquarters. 
 
3. The postal address will be:- No 3 Telecommunication Unit, RAAF., PEARCE, WA. 
 
4. The signal address will be “3TELU” 
 
3rd October 1946 
(OD.385/46) 
 
(Signed by W.L. Hely 
Group Captain, D.O.S.D. 
 

 
3TU HISTORY 

 
The above, a copy of the original Organisation Memorandum No 1081 issued on 3 October 1946, put in train the 
formation of a unit that would operate for the next 46 years.  
The first 45 years 
In September 1946, WOFF Ray “Tooby” Gant (Pearce Base Radio) and LAC Jim Roddy, the Pearce W/T Operator, 
carried out a detailed inspection of the facilities at Establishment HD-1072, a remote receiving station for RAAF 
Pearce, built in 1941 and comprised of two asbestos fibro huts and a reinforced concrete Igloo. The site was found 
to be in good order considering that it not been occupied for over a year. 
 
Although this was only one of several sites at various establishments around Australia, that had been inspected to 
see if they would be suitable for the location of a new Unit, it was the one selected. 
 
3TU was formed as a replacement for and consolidation of, the 8 “Wireless Units” that were in operation during 
WWII, as these units were now being disbanded. The idea was that all operators required would be recruited from 
the Telegraphists employed at these Wireless Units. This was not a great success with only two ex 5WU operators 
(Frank Bolton and “Mac” McConville) being posted to 3TU in October 1946. The only war time wireless unit officer 
still serving, FLTLT Quintin Foster, was posted in as the first CO during November. His office was in the 25SQN 
hanger at Pearce, a long way from his Unit. It was to take almost a year before enough operators were recruited  
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from various sources (the majority were Telegs who had enlisted during WWII but had been employed in the 
normal Comms environment) and the completion of specialist training courses being conducted at HMAS Harman 
in Canberra, and the Army Special Wireless Group at Cabarlah, QLD, this training would enable the new unit to be 
staffed and tasked for operations. During this period of training LACs Jim Roddy, Lou Perry, Mac McConville, Frank 
Bolton, Fred Howley, Merv Collins and Al O'Meara were promoted to Corporal. 3TU became operational on 
evening shift 6 September 1947. The same day, FlgOff Bruce Cooper, the first Chief Signals Officer (later to 
become known as Senior Operations Officer) arrived for duty. 

By the end of 1947, after the completion of specialist training courses and typing instruction at AGRS (Air Ground 
Radio School) RAAF Ballarat, the Operator strength to the Unit had risen to 30, enabling the allocation of 7 
members per shift. June 1948 saw the advent of 24 hour, 7 day a week operations, which was to continue up until 
the unit ceased operations at the end of November 1991. 

As each new operator arrived at the unit he had to undergo specialist training so as to be familiar with the unit 
operations. Due to space constraints this training was carried out at Pearce by CPLs Brian Bernasconi, George 
Clinch and John Malone. This extra training usually took about three months. 

Unit Crest 
In June 1953, after the unit had been in existence for seven years, Royal approval was granted for a Unit Crest. 
The final design comprised three smoke rings over the map of Australia, representing the Unit's signalling function 
and the number of rings the Unit's number. The requirement for the motto was for an Aboriginal word meaning 
"Always Vigilant". Eventually 'Djinnang' was decided upon; meaning to "Look, See or Observe". 
 

 
Buildings 
 
Although Building 1 was the first operations room, a steady increase in staff numbers on shift, and additional radio 
equipment ensured that space was always at a premium. First Room 3 (downstairs) was taken over and, by the 
early 50s, with the relocation of the two 25KVA Ford powered generators, the front of the Underground became the 
Set Room for manual tasks and the rear for machine tasking. It was to remain this way until operations were 
transferred to the then new Building 60, on ANZAC Day 1965. The LRTS/MSD Section remained in the 
Underground until mid 70s. 
 
Although Buildings 1, 2, (the Underground) and 3, were built in 1941, and the small wooden guard hut that the 
Chief Signals Officer and the NCOICOPS used as an office, was moved from Pearce in June 1948, it took until 
1953 before any others buildings were erected. They were timber and fibro asbestos buildings, sawn in half and 
transported from Pearce to provide the unit with an Orderly Room/Admin section, COs office and Equipment stores. 
Around this time the security fence was erected around the Unit.  
Building 60 and other buildings were added over the years, first was a marquee erected in 1953 to serve as a mess 
hall, which was in turn replaced by the permanent combined mess and its 3 dining rooms in 1955 (building 21), 
then the Equipment store (building 10) and a guard room (building 8). All of these buildings were also timber and 
asbestos fibro construction. In 1964 the first brick structure was commenced. (Building 60 - The Set Room). This 
was followed by a new emergency power house, with a fixed large capacity generation plant connected to the no-
break system for Building 60 Comms equipment, replacing building 22 which had housed the mobile generator 
allocated to the unit. In 1976, building 60 was extended to house Training Section and a new combined Mess was 
also built around the same time. In 1978 a combined COs Office, Equipment Section, Orderly Room and Guard 
Room with a new entrance gate were built on the Western side along with a bitumen off-road car park. We had 
finally entered the modern era with purpose built buildings and equipment. 
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The final building, constructed to 
accommodate all of the Technical trades and 
free up some much needed space in Building 
60 (pictured left), was completed in 1983 on 
the site where the original Admin/Orderly 
Room/COs Office had stood since 1953. 

Outside of the Security fence, commencing in 
1948, "Tooby" Gant and his team of 
Technicians installed a Rhombic array 
comprising of 33 antennas to replace the 
original Rhombics installed during WWII and a 
"long wire" that the unit had been using since 
its inception. This "Daisy Chain" of antennas 

was in turn replaced with modern Rhombics and a Rhode and Schwartz HA47/410 biconical Omni in 1960. The first 
of the ASF7-50 HF Steerable Log Periodics was installed in 1974. Although there had been a HFDF system located 
about half way between Pearce and 3TU from the 40s through to the early 60s, the first HFDF system operated full 
time by the Unit, a DFG-26 HFDF, was installed on the back of the block on the corner of West and Gallagher 
Roads around 1973/74. This DFG-26 was replaced in 1975 by a more modern AN/TRD-23A on loan from the USN. 

The AN/TRD-23A was de-commissioned and returned to the US late 1978 early 1979 after being replaced by a 
state of the art Wullenwebber design combined 360 degree antenna and DF system, the Plessey Circularly 
Disposed Antenna Array, or CDAA for short. The US designator for this smaller version was AX-16 "Pusher". The 
CDAA was installed on the block at the corner of West and Gallagher Roads. As far as I can remember, the last of 
the HF antennas installed on site was the Steerable Log Periodic (ASF7-50) on Western side of the Unit during the 
late 1970s. It was part of the Tels 49/66 DEFCOMNET setup as was the case of all but one of the steerable log 
peroidic antennas. 

Although all of the buildings, minus the equipment, remained on the site for several years after the closure of the 
Unit, the only use they were put to appeared to be for the SAS to use and destroy during their training exercises. 
Consequently they sustained a fair amount of physical damage so around late 1999, they were demolished and the 
rubble carted away. 

Today after all of the buildings that were constructed over the years and all of the money spent to maintain them, 
the only structures remaining on the site are The Underground, Built in 1941, the empty Power house (Building 58) 
near the original front gate, the derelict fire pump and engine building (building 17) beside the ground level water 
tank, the large overhead tank on a tall stand near the bore at the gate next to the car park on the Western side and 
the deserted beam forming hut (building 61) on the earth mat where the Wullenwebber designed CDAA was once 
located. 

On a recent trip past the old site (October 2002) I decided to park the car and go for a walk around the perimeter 
fence. It is quite obvious that the ravages of time and lack of maintenance have had a disastrous effect on the 
remaining structures. The carpark, partly out of sight from the road, is now being used as the local rubbish dump. 
The Log periodic which once stood on the western side (the last one installed) has been de-commissioned and 
removed. 

There are two HF Steerable Log Periodics (ASF7-50), one on the eastern side and one at the southern end of the 
Security fence still in existence, and these, along with two omni directional inverted Vees located in the aerial farm 
on the South Western side of the site, appear to be the receive antennas for the Pearce section of the RAAF's 
Australia wide HF Air/Ground/Air network. The receivers are located in the Underground and remote controlled 
from Pearce via a Microwave link. The Pearce NDB has also been relocated to the south western aerial farm. The 
aerial farm to the far south (the block behind where the DF systems had been installed during the 70s), is now used 
by Air Services Australia transmitters (Communications relay for civil aviation). I was told by a young tech, who was 
at the site when I took photos at the end of 2000, that the Log Periodics were going to be removed within a year, as 
to his knowledge, all RAAF Comms was now conducted via satellite and no one used HF radio any more. However, 
on a recent scan of the Air Force air/ground/air Guard Freqs, considerable activity was noted. But, no activity from 
Air Force Perth has been noted since just before XMAS 2002. 

In August 2004, while returning from a northern expedition, I passed the old unit site and was surprised to see that 
all of the rotatable log periodic antennas had been removed. A further check showed that not only all of the 
Rotatable Log Periodics, but also the two inverted Vee Omnis had been decomissioned and removed from site. 
The Microwave control link to Pearce has also been removed and the NDB has once again been located back to 
near the transmitters at RAAF Pearce.On 1 December 2004, the RAAF closed its Australia wide air/ground/air HF 
Net and replacing it with a satellite system. 
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The sex change 

From the Units creation in 1946, Telegs and later Sigsops, were all male musterings, so for 32 years no females 
were posted to 3TU, and apart from one occasion that I am aware of, only one woman had ever visited the Unit for 
an extended period (she was a Defence Department civilian). This came to an end in June 1978 when the first of 
two female trainee Sigsops, Jenny Cronin and Colleen Muzic were posted in. 

By the end of 1991 females accounted for around 50 percent of the operational strength, this included Linguists 
and Comms Ops, but there was a very high turnover in numbers as only two of the early female Sigsops to arrive at 
the Unit , Cherie Kirby (nee Anderson) (end 1978), who retired as a Warrant Officer at the end of 2001, and 
Maryanne Snooks (nee Van Englen) (early 1980) were still serving some twelve years in Cherie's case, and ten 
years later for Maryanne, when 3TU closed and the unit’s operations moved to the new Defence Complex in 
Canberra. Jenny Cronin served for approx 13 years and left the RAAF in 1990. I am not sure how long Colleen 
Muzic stayed in the RAAF. I believe over 400 females passed through the Unit over this 12 year period.  

Detachments 

Over the years 3TU personnel were deployed to various locations all over the world, for periods from a few days to 
several months. Some of these detachments were for training, others to test new equipment and some were to 
meet Defence Department operational requirements.The first recorded detachment was in August 1949 when the 
then SGT Frank Bolton and CPLs John Malone and Col Hickey were detached to RAAF Memote on Manus Island 
for about 6 weeks. LAC J. (Scotty) Ballantyne was posted to 77 SQN, who were then on occupation duty at Iwakuni 
in Southern Japan on 23 October 1949 and was joined by LAC Bill Craze in February 1950. A further 5 operators, 
Les Stapleton, Bill Mengerson, Ray Bennett, Gubby Allen and Harry Hunt also had the pleasure of this idyllic 
posting for up to 12 months periods, except for Harry Hunt, who was the last to arrive and after spending 
approximately 3 months there was posted back to Australia in July or August 1953, at the end of the Korean War. 

April 1953 saw a party of 17 operators leave the unit for an exercise in Beverley. And in November of the same 
year, a small party was detached to Woomera in support of the TOTEM Atomic Tests, then continued on to NSW in 
support of another exercise. 

Two members of the Unit, Peter Rideout and Jack Bucci were part of the "Combined Special Signals Group - 
Mobile" that carried out an exercise on the Nullarbor Commencing September 1958 to test Defence Comms and 
Telemetry on Woomera Rocket Range for any weakness. 

The first noted attachment to RAAF Learmonth occurred during September of 1962, and again in February 1964. 

In 1964 a party of approx 20 operators were first attached to RAAF Williamtown for kitting out and then proceeded 
to Hyamms Beach (just north of Jervis Bay) by bus, or in my case in the back of a 3 ton truck, for the Joint Service 
Exercise 'Longshot', held over a couple on months on the South Coast of NSW during a cold wet Winter, 
supposedly to test equipment and clothing for possible use in our future involvement in Vietnam. A couple of the 
luckier ones were based at HMAS Albatross 

During the Vietnam war period some unit members were observed basking in the winter sun at Samual Hill, near 
Yepoon in QLD. They were part of "Snoopy Troop" monitoring the "Kangaroo" Exercises. The Kangaroo series of 
exercises were carried out annually through to the mid 80s (but by then monitored by Sigsops from ATTU). 

Learmonth almost became the second home to some of the Units operators who were detachments to that location 
first in 1962 and then for extended periods from 1974 through to May 1991, just prior to the closure of the Unit. 

In 1986 and again in 1987, 3TU staff were detached to RAAF Curtin (approx 40 kms south of Derby). The staffing 
for each of these exercises was 1 WOFF, 2 Operators, one Linguist and a Tech. WOFF Bob Norcross was in 
charge in 1986 and WOFF Pete Sutcliffe in 1987. They were run in conjunction with exercises being held at 
Learmonth over the same period. 

Christmas and Cocos Islands were also amongst the exotic locations where exercises were carried out by 3TU 
operators over the years commencing in 1963. The last exercise undertaken by unit personnel on Cocos Island 
was from 6 March to 4 April 1990. There were 9 lucky participants. 

OVERSEAS POSTINGS 

Hong Kong 

The RAAFs and probably the ADFs longest serving overseas Unit, known by various names, starting with No1 (B) 
Squadron Detachment A (No 1 Bomber Squadron was in Singapore at the time), then changed to BSBUT Det A 
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(Base Squadron Butterworth Detachment A), and in 1976 RAAF Unit Hong Kong, was formed in September 1949 
and finally disbanded in January 1985 some 35 years later. 

On 25 September 1949 SGT Jim Roddy, CPLs Dick Roddy and John Horner, and LACs Ron Hall and R. Southwell 
became the first 3TU members posted to Far East Air Force Hong Kong for duty with 367 Signals Unit RAF at Tai 
Po Sai. This group were replaced 9 months later by SGT Fred Howley,CPL Geoff Guest, LACs Fred Black, Barrie 
Butler, Reg Forbes, Kevin Joncour, John O'Neil and Ned Squires. The HFDF station at Ping Shan, a rice paddy in 
the New Territories, was opened during February 1951 with one RAAF Operator, LAC Barrie Butler, and 5 RAF 
Telegs.The HFDF capability was maintained in Ping Shan (Sek Kong) right up to the early 1980's. 

RAF 367SU relocated to Little Sai Wan during June 1951, and although the RAF was replaced by CSOS in 1962, 
operations would continue at Little Sai Wan until the end of 1982, when a much reduced staff were relocated to 
Chun Hom Kok, Stanley and Tai Mo Shan. 

The living quarters were also changed from RAF Kai Tak to veritable dugouts carved in to the side of the hills at 
Cape Collinson. RAAF postings were changed from unaccompanied to married accompanied in June of 1958. 
Thus Hong Kong became literally, a second home for 3TU Sigsops with postings there, for duty at either, Sai Wan, 
Tai Mo Shan or Sek Kong, continuing until operations ceased in 1985. 

Up until the end of 1957 or early 1958 all members posted to Hong Kong travelled there via Singapore on Service 
aircraft, with many spending considerable time in Singapore awaiting on movement. However, with the change to 
an accompanied posting the desired (cheapest method) was via ship. This was again changed in the 70s as free 
space on the Qantas Charters for changes in personnel at both Butterworth and Vietnam was allocated to Hong 
Kong/Perth bound families. However, they still had to get to or from Penang. After the pull out of Australian Forces 
from Vietnam we once again reverted to direct Civil air flights to and from Perth. 

More information on Little Sai Wan and some photographs can be found at 367SU RAF Association's web site. 

On my last visit through Hong Kong in 1996, I took a taxi out to see what was left of Little Sai Wan and was 
amazed to see that all the bay from Chai Wan to Sai Wan had been reclaimed and was now a very busy docks. I 
understood that all of the buildings had been demolished to make way for a multi story housing estate, so I was 
surprised to see that the old guard gate building had been retained. 

Labuan 

February 1951 saw the start of 3TUs connection with the RAF signals and HFDF station at Labuan, North Borneo 
with the postings of FLTLT Frank Doherty, SGT Frank Bolton and LACs Les Mclean, Syd O'Neill, Mike Murphy, Joe 
White and Eddie Lockyer to No 90 Wing Singapore, for duty RAF Labuan. It has been said that the original living 
and working conditions left a lot to be desired but they did improve over the years. By 1955 the Detachment even 
had their own staff car, a Holden Ute. The Detachment was disbanded in mid 1957 with the members present at 
that time moving to Hong Kong to complete their tour of duty. 

Singapore 

On 12 April 1958 FLTLT L.C. Stratford and a party of 17 operators left 3TU, departing from Pearce by RAAF DC3 
bound for Singapore via Port Headland, Derby and finally on to Darwin where they arrived 2 days later. After 
changing to an RAF Hastings the party flew on to Singapore. On arrival at Changi they were quartered at RAF 
Seletar but the work site was at Chai Keng (CK2) about 7Kms away. 

CK2 was a British Foreign Office site manned by Australian Army, RAAF and RAN servicemen, and UK Admiralty 
and Foreign Office civilians. Although the original detachment was to RAAF No1(B) Squadron Singapore for duty 
CK2, by June with the return of 1SQN to Australian, this was changed to RAAF Butterworth for duty CK2. 

Postings continued to Singapore until 25 June 1963. 

April 1971 saw the recommencement of Singapore duty with FLTLT Les McLean, FLGOFF Ian Nalder, WOFF 
Gordon Apperley, SGT Ken Parrich, CPLs Blue High, Gerry Kidson, Vic Johnson, Skid Skardon, Mick Lowe, Peter 
Jackson and LACs Geoff O'Hara, Graeme James, Bob Moore, Tom Plaisted, Pete Andrew, Ross Hunt and Neil 
Johnson all being posted to RAAF SU Tengah Detachment A (RAAFSUTGA) for duty with 121 Sigs Sqn of 9 Sigs 
Regt Australian Regular Army which was in turn part of the ANZUK Force stationed in Singapore. 

The CK2 work site was once again used, but with the withdrawal of British Forces, a much larger site became 
available, so operations were relocated to Kranji (KR2) on the Western side of the Island. This idyllic situation did 
not last long though, on 28 February 1974 KR2 was closed and the RAAF Element repatriated back to Australia. 
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The award 

The Governor-General's Banner is awarded to non flying units whose loyalty and distinguished service warrants 
recognition through the award of a ceremonial flag. Normally this service must be sustained for 25 years or more, 
but in 3TUs case, for security reasons, it was 40 years before approval was granted and another 3 years before the 
Governor-General's Banner was presented by the then Governor-General Bill Hayden. An indication of the loyalty 
and respect of the unit was shown when the presentation parade on 8 March 1991 was attended by over 300 ex 
members who had travelled from all over Australia to be there. 

The Governor-General's banner was laid up at the RAAF Museum PT Cook location of what is now RAAF Williams, 
when the unit was closed. On a visit to the Eastern States in 2002 I went to the Museum and was advised that 
unless we belonged to a "Flying Unit" it was highly unlikely that the Units Banner would ever be displayed.  

Stories – tall and with some truth 

In the early 60s, while waiting to complete our "specialist training", there was a pool of approx 15 to 20 people 
available for work, which had been deemed as not urgent or in the "to hard basket". One of these jobs was to paint 
all the Fibro roofs with a white paint to help cool the interior (air conditioners were for equipment not personnel). As 
most of the roofs had been designed or built during the 30 and 40s, they had a steeper pitch that those built today. 
The Fibro was also narrow gauge i.e.,very thin, so one had to make sure that you stood on the rows of nails heads 
(so you were standing on the beams below). The weather was quite warm (late spring) so we were allowed to wear 
shorts, sandshoes and no shirts.(Joggers had not been invented yet). 

A combination of all of the above factors and added to the fact that the paint was slippery, ensured that there were 
a couple of minor accidents. One resulted in an unnamed airman getting a rather large cut to his rear end after 
slipping and falling on to a row of nail head washers. The final blow, as far as the CO (WGCCDR Tyler) was 
concerned, was when the author slipped and crashed through the roof into the SGTs Mess. Tradesmen were called 
in from Pearce to repair the damage and the painting details ceased. 
As they were a cheaper mode of transport and affordable, many of the single members of the unit owned 
motorcycles. During 1963 after a night at "Red Roof", an impromptu competition was organised. I cannot remember 
the purpose or what one had to do, but several bikes screamed up an down the highway outside of the base. The 
OC decided to step out and find out what was causing all the noise. (His house was right on the highway at the 
northern end of the on base married quarters.) And as the CO put it the next day, an airman or airmen unknown, 
from this unit, were speeding outside of the OCs house on Gt Northern Highway and almost ran him down. As no 
one owned up to the misdemeanor, the owner of one of the motor bikes , Mick Fargher, was consequently charged, 
and found guilty of "conduct unbecoming an airman", I think he got one weeks CB. The rider, one Ron Upham, got 
of scott free. 
 

 
 

No 3 Telecommunication Unit, 1991 (from the west)  
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